Quantitative relationships of site to site interaction in Escherichia coli D-3-phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase revealed by asymmetric hybrid tetramers.
A set of asymmetric hybrid tetramers of Escherichia coli d-3-phosphoglycerate dehydrogenase (PGDH) have been made by gene co-expression and KSCN-induced dimer exchange. These tetramers contain varied numbers of active sites and effector binding sites arranged in different orientations within the tetramer. They reveal that PGDH displays half-of-the-sites activity with respect to its active sites and that the two sites that are active at any particular time lie in subunits on either side of the nucleotide binding domain interface. Half-of-the-sites functionality is also observed for the effector even though all four sites eventually bind effector. That is, only two effector sites need to be occupied for maximum inhibition. Binding of the last two effector molecules does not contribute functionally to inhibition of activity. Furthermore, positive cooperativity of inhibition of activity by the effector is completely dependent on the positive cooperativity of binding of the effector. Binding of the first effector molecule produces a conformational change that essentially completely inhibits the active site within the subunit to which it binds and produces an approximate 33% inhibition of the active site in the subunit to which it is not bound. Binding of the second effector at the opposite regulatory domain interface completes the inhibition of activity. This simple relationship defines the positional and quantitative influence of effector ligand binding on activity and can be used to predict the maximum level of inhibition of individual hybrid tetramers. In addition, the site-specific quantitative relationship of effector binding to individual active sites can be used to model the inhibition profile with relatively good agreement. These simple rules for the site to site interaction in PGDH provide significant new insight into the mechanism of allostery of this enzyme.